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Surgi-sharp universal angle guide

Surgi-Sharp Universal Angle Guide SS10 - Sharpen precise angles from 10 to 45 New!#0042/31.›See more product details.2 1/2 x 1 1/4 (Width and includes voltage dials) * Perfect cutting angle every time * Easy to install and use * takes guesswork * Tool Angle chart on the package * 30 days unconditional guarantee
Surgi-Sharp angle guide takes guess-work from finding and maintaining the right angle in the focus process. It is intended for use with standard 1 abrasive belts and is not intended for use with leather belts. See more Surgi-Sharp Universal Angle Guide SS10 - Sharpen precise angles from 10 to 45 New!#0042/31.›See
more product details.2 1/2 x 1 1/4 (Width and includes voltage dials) * Perfect cutting angle every time * Easy to install and use * takes guessing * Tool Angle chart on the package * 30 days unconditional guarantee Surgi-Sharp angle guide takes guess-work from finding and maintaining the right angle in the focus
process. It is intended for use with standard 1 abrasive belts and is not intended for use with leather belts. View more Surgi-Sharp Universal Angle Guide turns a standard 1 grinder into a very precise sharpening machine. The angular guide moves to the platen glass, a metal rod just behind the abrasive belt. The guide
takes place on the site of a very strong spring. The abrasive belt works between the base and the angle table. The wizard gives you sharpening angles between 10 and 45 degrees. Provided is an angle guide scheme to assist in choosing the right angle for each tool. Choose one of surgi-sharp honing systems to deburr
and hone on the surgical edge, it doesn't get any sharper than this. Surgi-Sharp® offers different sizes of leather belts for belt grinders and a set for drill presses, leather clad wheels for bench grinders and angular instructions for correcting the edge of your tools. Click here to see the complete list of all our products. Belts
Surgi-Sharp Leather honing belts are made of the highest quality shoulder skin. The joints are smooth and thicker than the surrounding skin. Belts are produced smaller than abrasive belts to make for a natural stretch of skin. They will fit very cozy when initially installed. The abrasive material is applied to the belt
according to the instructions on the package. Some kits come with an abrasive mixture, or you can use a kit that suits your specific needs. In addition to the quality honing tools and knives that these strips produce, they are also suitable for a variety of other polishing jobs. Our leather belts come in a wide range of sizes
with the most popular being 1 X 30 or 1 X 42. Also custom build belts according to your specifications. You can shape the tool with an abrasive ribbon; then hone it to the surgical edge with our leather belts! It is also an excellent abrasive belt for and curved surfaces. Standard belt sizes 1 X 42 1 X 30 2 X 48 2 X 42 1 X 36
(belts) Wheels Surgi-Sharp leather clad wheels are plywood wheels with leather glued to the face or face and on both sides. Plywood is true on lathe; then the skin is true after it is connected. The wheels are 6 or 8 and will fit 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, and 1 shaft. Widths are 3/4 with only the face and 1 with the face and hips. A
variety of grit grinding compound can be applied to the face and hips if you choose a completely obscured wheel. Many people choose a wheel with leather on their face only and attach sandpaper on the sides with disc cement. Be sure to keep the cement out of the skin, the center of the casing, or the hole. The popular
combination is two wheels, one with 320 and one with 600 grains of wet or dry paper on the sides of each wheel. Then apply a grey (aggressive compound) to one wheel and a red (soft compound) to another. Standard Wheel Sizes 6 X 3/4 Leather Clad Wheel (face) 8 X 3/4 Leather Clad Wheel (face) 6 X 1 Leather Clad
Wheel (face &amp; sides) 8 X 1 Leather Clad Wheel (face &amp; sides) Jewelers Spindles The jewelers wheel is pre-threaded to fit both right- and left-handed jewelers spindles. 6X 1 Leather Clad Wheel (Face &amp; Hips) 6 X 3/4 Leather Clad Wheel (Face) Combined Sets and Accessories Surgi-Sharp Leather Sleeve
fits abrasive drum 1-1/2 X 2. It works on a drill press or can be very portable when used on hand drills. It is very popular with carvings and knife makers when they need a smaller radius honing drum. Surgi-Sharp SS10 Universal Angle Guide turns a standard 1 grinder into a very precise sharpening machine. The angle
guide moves to the platen (a metal bar just behind the abrasive belt). The guide takes place on the site of a very strong spring. The abrasive belt works between the base and the angle table. The wizard gives you 10 to 45 focus angles. On each tool, you can indicate the angle you have chosen from the guide on the
packaging. Each subsequent focus will be the exact angle you specify. Home &gt; Knife Specific Discussion &gt; Maintenance, Tinkering &amp; &gt; Paid Subscribers Don't See Ads! (To reply, you need to sign in or register.) Home Forums &gt; Knife Specific Discussion &gt; Maintenance, Tinkering &amp;
Embellishment &gt; This item does not belong on this page. Thanks, let's take a look. Spend $x unlock free shipping only US Free Shipping Orders when you order via XX You are qualified for free shipping spend $x unlock free shipping you have achieved free shipping for over $x on free shipping via $x to US Orders you
have reached free shipping don't forget to ask for combined shipping before paying surgi-sharp usa angle sharpening jigs now available in Australia we are proud to be the only agent for all SURGI-SHARP HERE IN AUSTRALIA IT ONLY TAKES A FEW SECONDS TO INSTALL WITHOUT ANY NECESSARY TOOLS.
The Surgi-Sharp SS10 Universal Angle Guide turns most standard 1 benchtop belt grinders into precision sharpening machines.  The angle guide moves to the platen (a metal bar just behind the abrasive belt). The guide takes place on the site of a very strong spring. The abrasive belt works in a narrow space between
the base and the angle of the table. The guide provides adjustable focus angles from 10 to 45 degrees. If you want, you can indicate the angle you selected from the wizard on the packaging on each specific tool. Each subsequent focus will then be the exact angle you determine. (Please note that when focusing using
an angular guide bar, you will focus against the direction of travel of the belt. Sharpening against the direction of travel of the belt is in order with abrasive belts, but must not be carried out with leather abrasive belts or non-woced belts.   Please be careful and common sense...... and follow the instructions that you will
provide using the Angle Wizard).                       CHECK OUT SURGISHARP.COM FOR A FULL DEMO BY THE MANUFACTURER PLEASE NOTE THAT THE SANDING MACHINE IS NOT INCLUDED WE DO HAVE THE MACHINES IN STOCK Sonic Sales accepts PayPal, Credit Card (via PayPal or over the phone),
&amp; Bank Transfer (NAB) Sonic Sales uses Auspost eParcel to distribute our products Australia Wide. We reserve the right to select or change an operator depending on your location. The transit cover is an optional $10 extra per order and applies to you if the item is lost or damaged. Damaged.
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